TO: Gateway Community

FR: Hannah Morand, Gateway Systems Coordinator

Good Afternoon Gateway Users,

Please note that Gateway will be offline temporarily this upcoming holiday weekend in order to complete a system upgrade for SciQuest's 15.1 Release. Users will be unable to login from approximately 5pm on Friday, March 27th to 12pm on Sunday, March 29th. User impact will be minimal. To preview some of the changes please visit our Gateway website to access the 15.1 Release Guide.

Enhancements from the 15.1 Release include changes to personal and shared Shopping Favorites; many of which are from our Campus’ Gateway wish-list that we are able to cross off!

You can expect:

- Ability to search Shopping Favorites (across multiple folder names and all items)
- Import/Export Feature
- New streamlined drop-down menu for access to Personal and Shared Favorites
- Updated layouts to pop-up windows for actions such as creating new favorite folders
- Required fields marked with “*” for easier identification
- A “Display Items No Longer Available” checkbox has been added to folders to allow the folder to display items that have been marked for deletion, disabled, inactive, etc.

If you have any questions about this announcement please contact the Gateway Helpdesk.

----------------------------------------------
Hannah Morand
Gateway Systems Coordinator